
To the Editor 
Rita De Jong 

 

 

I appreciate the time and effort that individuals spent in not only reading my article (“Standin’ in 

the Need of Prayer,” October, 2006 issue), but also in contemplating and responding to it. In 

response to Carmen Griess’ letter in particular (November, 2006 issue), I feel the necessity to 

address the valid concerns made by the writer, and to also clarify the original intentions of the 

first article. 

 

First off, the letter stated that “…the writer wants practical instruction from our pastors.” While 

this assertion may be true, it is not directly addressed in the article. Instead, what’s written states 

that “Too often…lack of practical application resounds as a common criticism of the PR 

churches.” While this may seem like a minor concept to differ on, the truth is that instruction  

and application don’t mean the same thing and they shouldn’t be used interchangeably.  

 

Instruction is imparted knowledge, or a lesson, while application is the act of putting something 

to a special use or purpose.
1
 When it comes to the preaching, our pastors do a fine job of 

providing instruction, wisdom, and comfort in a doctrinally correct way. But when it comes 

down to addressing social issues of today’s society and culture and acting on them, often times it 

seems that our pastors look the other way and pretend that the issues “of the world” don’t really 

exist behind our church doors. 

 

This may sound like a harsh judgment to call down on pastors, but reality shows us that serious 

issues exist in the world and in the church, and as a denomination, we are doing little to address 

them. Reality tells us things like 90% of 8-16 year olds have viewed pornography, usually while 

“doing their  homework.”
2
 Reality tells us about the “success” of MySpace, the blog that has 

over 87 million account users, adds approximately 270,000 users every day, and draws minors as 

25% of its users.
3
 Reality tells us about the latest fads, including the one among teenage girls—

the “bisexual chic”—that practices lesbianism to get the attention of their male peers.
4
 We don’t 

have the luxury to look away and pretend that these evils don’t exist, or to pretend that members 

within our churches aren’t engaging in them. 

 

In order to address evils in the church though, preachers must incorporate relevant application 

with biblical doctrine. By means of stories, examples, statistics, etc., the pastor can easily clarify 

any biblical text of Scripture. Jesus himself resorted to this, using parables over and over again, 

even refusing to not use parables when he taught. “All these things Jesus spoke to the multitude 

in parables; and without a parable He did not speak to them, that it might be fulfilled by the 

prophet….”
5
 Jesus knew the importance of capturing his audience, just as any speaker does, and 

the gospel message was so important for them to hear that he used stories to get their attention. 

It’s of utmost importance to incorporate doctrine into preaching, but it’s just as critical to equip 

your audience with real-life, relevant examples and applications for their individual ministries. 

 

The quote from Marvin Kamps’ pamphlet emphasizes a good point on doctrinal importance: 

“Without right doctrine every practical directive for our life is then perverted and corrupted. We 

must have doctrinal preaching therefore, if we are going to have preaching at all.” Finding a 



church with pure doctrine is critical for every Christian and not a light matter. The gospel 

message cannot be compromised under any cost for the sake of comfort. But on the other hand, 

pure doctrine in a church cannot characterize its entirety. The church must be so compelling by 

its outreach that it draws outsiders to her. The church in Thessalonica did this and Paul himself 

commended them for it. “And you became followers…of the Lord…so that you became examples 

to all in Macedonia and Achaia who believe. For from you the word of the Lord has sounded 

forth, not only in Macedonia and Achaia, but also in every place.”
6
 Thessalonica was a huge city 

(200,000+) in Macedonia, yet everyone knew about the church there by the examples set by the 

members of that church. I’m not so sure the PRC is known quite like Thessalonica was. 

 

Another key aspect of church life is its unity, as pointed out by the writers reference to 

Ephesians. The writer noted that “By the end, I wondered if the writer implied that we should 

unite with other churches within a local religious community.” While I do highly recommend 

fellowship with Christians outside our denominations, my focus in the article was not primarily 

on this topic. Instead, the intent pointed to the lack of unity within our own churches, mainly 

because we do not pray together. And there is much to be learned from other churches in their 

practices, and we cannot haughtily dismiss their methods because we don’t agree with all their 

teachings. It’s like refusing to play tennis with someone who’s better than you (even though it 

would make you better) simply because he can’t read. There is much to be learned from other 

churches, and we only hurt ourselves when we label them “apostate” and refuse to listen to what 

they say. 

 

It is this that I refer to when I claim that we often “cling…obstinately and unbiblically to 

tradition” in our PR circles. Too often do we look at other churches and point out what they do 

wrong, rather than focusing on what they do right. While it’s important to understand the 

differences between churches, and to stand up for them, it’s just as important to realize…that 

many of them are in the same boat we are…fighting an evil culture with the truth of the Word. 

Our traditions keep us from leaning on saints from other churches because they “don’t have as 

pure form of doctrine as we do.” We can incorporate new traditions…like praying together… 

without compromising our doctrinal differences. 

 

With new traditions, though, always come valid concerns, like whether they are necessary or 

biblical. In regards to unity and prayer, it’s abundantly clear from Scripture that both are 

necessary and biblical, and that we are called to learn from other Christians. We don’t get to pick 

the people or denominations Christ calls his people from for us to learn from. As the lyrics of a 

well-known song in Christian music expresses, “Jesus paid much too high a price for us to pick 

and choose who may come, and we are the Body of Christ.”
7
 We cannot naively overlook 

doctrinal differences of other churches, but we cannot overlook their works for the kingdom 

either, and we must learn from them. 

 

In that light, I agree with the writer that we must continue to pray, and continue fighting for 

doctrine. We must also share our burdens with each other, so we know what to pray for. And we 

must also encourage our pastors to address real issues of society, so that we are an informed 

people and so we know the battles we are up against. Let us be a praying, engaging church of the 

21
st
 century, a church like Thessalonica. 

 



Under the Cross, 

Rita De Jong 
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